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Abstract
In this paper we study stochastic processes which enable monitoring the pos-
sible changes of probability distributions over time. These so-called monitoring
processes are bivariate functions of time and position at the measurement scale,
and in particular be used to test the null hypothesis of no change: one may then
form Kolmogorov–Smirnov or other type of tests as functionals of the processes.
In Hjort and Koning (2001) Crame´r-type deviation results were obtained under
the constancy null hypothesis for [bootstrapped versions of] such “derived” test
statistics.
Here the behaviour of derived test statistics is investigated under alternatives
in the vicinity of the constancy hypothesis. When combined with Crame´r-type
deviation results, the results in this paper enable the computation of efficiencies of
the corresponding tests. The discussion of some examples of yield guidelines for
the choice of the test statistic, and hence for the underlying monitoring process.
1 Introduction and summary
Assume that independent data are available for each of   consecutive occasions, per-
haps measurements of some quantity taken on separate dates. The null hypothesis to
be tested here is that of 
	
	  	
 (1)
where  is the cumulative distribution function specifying the distribution of data

 

    

   on occasion  . We shall refer to              as the  ff fi subsample.
Together, the subsamples form the full sample.
1
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One may think of (1) as the hypothesis that an infinite dimensional parameter fl
remains constant. In this perspective, flffi is the value of fl in the   ! subsample.
We shall denote the size "$#%'& & &%("*) of the full sample by " . Although it is
not reflected in notation, note that " depends on + , and tends to infinity as + tends
to infinity. The subsample sizes " ffi are allowed to be random, and are conveniently
represented by the random probability measure
,
)- . /0
"$1
#2
)
 3
4
ffi 5
#
"6ffi 7
.98: ;
7 < = &
Under the assumption that , )
- . /
converges to a deterministic function ,
- . /
in some
predescribed manner as +$>@? , null hypothesis theory for stochastic processes which
enable monitoring (1) is presented in Hjort and Koning (2001); in particular, Komlo´s-
Major-Tusna´dy type inequalities are employed to obtain deviation results for [boot-
strapped versions of] test statistics based on these monitoring processes. In the sequel
we shall refer to these statistics as “derived test statistics”.
In this paper we develop “local alternatives theory”; that is, theory for the be-
haviour of the monitoring processes under alternatives in the vicinity of the null hy-
pothesis. In combination with null hypothesis theory as in Hjort and Koning (2001),
the local alternatives theory enables us to assess the ability of a monitoring process
to detect departures from the null hypothesis. In fact, we shall investigate the per-
formance of a derived test statistic by evaluating various “local” efficiency measures
which pertain to the behaviour of the power curve in the vicinity of the null hypothesis.
Local efficiency measures are typically used as a selection device for statistical
tests, as for any two tests which differ in efficiency there is a vicinity of the null hy-
pothesis in which the more efficient one is more powerful than the less efficient one.
For an enthusiastic review of the role of efficiency measures in the development of
nonparametric statistics, we refer to Nikitin (1995).
In order to compute the various local efficiencies in a unified manner, we first
show that the derived test statistic satisfies Condition III A in Wieand (1976) [cf. Defi-
nition 2(c) in Section 3]. The combination of a moderate deviation result under the null
hypothesis and Condition III A in the vicinity of the null hypothesis enables the com-
putation of limiting [as the alternative approaches the null hypothesis] approximate
Bahadur efficiency, limiting [as the size of the test tends to zero] Pitman efficiency,
and weak asymptotic i-efficiency. Moreover, replacing the moderate deviation result
by a Crame´r type deviation result [Chernoff type deviation result] yields asymptotic
i-efficiency [strong asymptotic i-efficiency].
Following inspection of the structure of the evaluated efficiency, we formulate
guidelines for constructing highly efficient derived tests. Indirectly, these guidelines
shed light on the performance of the underlying monitoring process as well.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the monitoring
processes, and study their behaviour under alternatives in the vicinity of the null hy-
pothesis. In Section 3 we use the results of Section 2 to compute local efficiencies of
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derived test statistics. In Section 4 the methods are applied to sea water level data.
Proofs are gathered in Section 5.
2 The alternative hypothesis
2.1 Notation and preliminaries
In this section we assume that the cumulative distribution functions BC D E E E D BGF are
not equal to each other, but instead coincide with the HJI K row BFLC M N O PLQJD E E E D BGF FJM N O PLQ
of a triangular array indexed by PSRUT . Let V the class of all probability measures
under consideration. It is convenient to think of B F W M N O PXQ as the cumulative distribution
function belonging to the Y I K subsample at stage H under the probability measure Z[9\
V^] V9_ , where P indicates the distance of the alternative to the null hypothesis. The null
hypothesis is assumed to correspond to Pa`bT , and Z
[
“approaches” Z_ as P tends to
zero.
In this section we provide approximations of the monitoring processes under the
alternative hypothesis, which hold true in the vicinity of the null hypothesis; that is,
there exists a P cSRdT such that the approximation holds true for T
edP
edP c . In
particular, our intention is to show that the non-negative random variables fgF govern-
ing the approximation belong to a certain class hi . This class, which was inspired by
Condition III c in Wieand (1976), is defined below.
Definition 1 A sequence of random variables f F is said to belong to the class hi^`
h
i
M j Z
[9k
PgR(TlLQ [notation: fgF$\h
i
] if there exists a positive constant P c such that
for every m C D m n9R(T there exists a constant o9p q r p sR(T such that
Z
[
M t f^FJtR(m C Qe(m n
for all T6euP^euPLc and H such that v C w n P^R(o9p q r p s .
The following facts may facilitate computations.
x If fgFS\
h
i
, and if there exists a universal positive constant y such that fgz
FS{
y fgF , then fgz
F
\$h
i
[take o|z
p q r p s
equal to o9p
q
w } r p
s
].
x If f F \$hi and f^z
F
\$hi , then f F|~ fgz
F
\$hi and f F fgz
F
\$hi .
x If f F `@t  F|( t9\hi and f^z
F
`@t z
F
(
t9\hi , then t  F z
F
(
t9\hi [as
follows from t  F z
F
(
t
{
f
F|~
fgz
F
~
f
F
f^z
F
].
x [Wieand (1976)] If for every m9R(T there exists o p R(T such that Z[M f F R(o p Qe
m , then  v C w n P 
C
fgF6\$h
i
.
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The results of this paper depend for a large part on the way in which the G  ’s differ
from the “average” cumulative distribution function

   ŁG L
aJ


 

*

   ŁG L
[and thus on the way in which the   ’s differ from each other]. Under Condition 1 the
differences between the   ’s is conveniently described by the function     ŁG L .
Condition 1 There exists a function     ŁG L ,     GŁ  , such that
  ¡
¢ £L¤ ¥ ¦
 §
  ¡
¨
£ © ª
«
«
«
«
«
«
 aL
J
¤

¢
§

 

*X¬

   ŁG LG­

L  Ł X ®¯­

   Ł X
«
«
«
«
«
«
°± ²
If there exists a cumulative distribution function ³  Ł X such that

J
  ¡
¨
£ © ªg´
G 
 ŁG LG­

³
 Ł X
´
$°
± (2)
[as is often the case], then for the verification of Condition 1 it suffices to show that
  ¡
¢ £X¤ ¥ ¦
 §
  ¡
¨
£ © ª
«
«
«
«
«
«
 *X

¤

¢
§

 

*X¬

   ŁG LG­

³
 ŁG L ®¯­

   ŁG L
«
«
«
«
«
«
$°± 
observe that in these circumstances we have   L ŁG L
 for every Ł$  .
In the process of verifying Condition 1, it is often necessary to show that
  ¡
¢ £L¤ ¥ ¦
 §
´ µ
  G­
µ
  
´
$°±  (3)
If the distribution of 
 ¶ ·
  ¡
¢ £L¤ ¥ ¦
 §
´ µ
  G­
µ
  
´
remains bounded in probability, uni-
formly in ¸ $¹ , then (3) holds as a consequence of the fourth fact mentioned follow-
ing Definition 1.
The function     Ł X describes the nature of the departure from the null hypoth-
esis. For instance, if under ¸Gº there is a sudden change [for g¼» , say] in the value
of the cumulative distribution function in Ł , then     ŁG L is proportional to the tri-
angular function with value ­g ^­'»
µ
   for 
½d¾½d» and »
µ
  9­
µ
    for
»u¿'g½À . On the other hand, if under ¸ º there is a linear [in
µ
   ] trend present in
the value of the cumulative distribution function in Ł , then     Ł X is proportional to
µ
   
µ
 L­
µ
    .
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2.2 Some examples
In this paragraph we discuss two examples of practical interest. The examples have in
common that there exists a cumulative distribution function ÁGÂ which is contaminated
by a cumulative distribution ÁÃ with probability ÄLÅJÆ Ç È ÉÊ . The function ÅJÆ Ë Ê describes
how the degree of contamination varies over time, and Ä indicates the overall magni-
tude of contamination. That is, we have
ÁÌ Í Æ ÎÏ ÄXÊÐ(ÁÂ Æ ÎÑÊÒÄLÅJÆ Ç È ÉÊÆ ÁÃ Æ ÎÊGÓÁGÂ Æ ÎÊ Ê (4)
for ÇgÐÕÔXÖ ×XÖ Ø Ø Ø Ö É . To ensure that ÄLÅJÆ Ç È ÉÊ indeed is a probability, we shall assume
that Ù^Ú
Ä ÅÑÆ Ë ÊÚÔ for every Ù^Ú(ËÚÔ . Define
Û
Ì
Æ Ë ÊÐ
Ü$ÝÞß
Ì à á
â
Í ã
Þ
Ü
Í
ÅÑÆ Ç ÈLÉÊÐ
ä
à
Â
ÅJÆ å Ê æç
Ì
Æ å Ê Ö
Û
Æ Ë ÊÐ
ä
à
Â
ÅÑÆ å Ê æXçÆ å Ê Ø
Observe that the cumulative distribution function
Ágè Æ ÎGÏ ÄLÊÐ
Á
Â
Æ ÎÑÊGÒÄ
Û
Æ ÔLÊÑÆ Á
Ã
Æ ÎÑÊÓÁ
Â
Æ ÎÑÊ Ê
satisfies
Ü
ÝJÞß
Ì à á
â
Í ã
ÞJé
ÁÌ Í Æ ÎÏ ÄXÊGÓÁ
è
Æ ÎÏ ÄXÊ êÐ(Ä
é
Û
ÌÆ Ë ÊGÓ
Û
Æ Ô Ê çÑÌÆ Ë Ê ê9Æ ÁGÃ Æ ÎÑÊGÓÁÂ Æ ÎÊ ÊJØ
Hence, if ë ìí
à î
ß
Â ï
Þ
áLð
Û
Ì
Æ Ë ÊGÓ
Û
Æ Ë Ê
ðXñ$òó
Ö
ë ìí
à î
ß
Â ï
Þ
áLð
ç
Ì
Æ Ë ÊGÓçÆ Ë Ê
ðXñ$òó
Ö
then Condition 1 holds withô
Æ Ë Ö ÎÏ ÄXÊÐ'õbÆ Ë ÊÑÆ ÁGÃ Æ ÎÑÊÓSÁÂ Æ ÎÑÊ ÊÑÖ
where
õbÆ Ë ÊÐ
ä
à
Â
é
ÅÑÆ å ÊÓ
Û
Æ ÔLÊ êGæçÆ å ÊÐ
Û
Æ Ë ÊGÓ
Û
Æ ÔLÊ çÆ Ë Ê Ø
Plots of
ô
Æ Ë Ö ÎGÏ ÄLÊ versus Ë all exhibit the same shape, determined by õbÆ Ë Ê . The shape
may reveal straight lines [indicating that ÅÑÆ Ë Ê remains constant on the corresponding
time interval], curvature [indicating a gradually changing ÅJÆ Ë Ê ] or angles [indicating
abrupt changes in ÅJÆ Ë Ê ].
Example: “at most one” change-point The first example is the “at most one”
change-point problem, well studied in literature [see Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997)]. In
this example we have that the change point marks a sudden shift, say from Á Â Æ ÎÑÊ to
Á6Æ ÎGÏ ÄLÊ . If
Á6Æ ÎGÏ ÄLÊÐ
ÁGÂ Æ ÎÊÒÄ
é
ÁÃ Æ ÎÊGÓÁGÂ Æ ÎÊ êÖ
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then we have that (4) holds withö ÷ø ù úûbü(ý
if
ùþ(ß
,
  if
ù

ß
,
which yields

÷ø ù úû


÷ø 	 ú 
ø 	 úûbü
ø ù úø
 
ø ßú ú
if
ù9þuß
,
ø ßúÑø
 
ø ù ú ú
if
ù

ß
.
If        
ffJø ù ú

ø ù ú
flfiffi , then Condition 1 holds with
!
ø ù
" #%$ &
úû

÷
ø ù úø '
(
ø
#
ú

'

ø
#
ú ú
"
as    )    fl *

ø ù ú

*
ø ù ú
fi+ffi
 automatically holds due to the fact that
ö
÷
ø ù ú
is
bounded by 1.
Example: linear trend In this example we have that the change point marks the
onset of a trend, linearly in
ø ù ú
. Hence, we have that (4) holds with
ö
÷
ø ù úû¼ü
ý
if
ùþ(ß
,
ø ù ú

ø ßú
if
ù

ß
,
which yields

÷
ø ù úûbü


,
ø ù úø
 
ø -Ñú ú
,
if
ùþ(ß
,

,
ø ø ù ú

ø -Ñú ú
,


,
ø ù úø
 
ø -Ñú ú
,
if
ù

ß
.
If        


ø ù ú

ø ù ú
flfiffi
 , then Condition 1 holds with
!
ø ù
" #%$ &
úû
&.


÷
ø ù úff/ '6ø
#0$
ý
ú

'*ø
#0$ &
ú ú
"
as    )      *
ø ù ú

*
ø ù ú
fi+ffi automatically holds due to the fact that
ö ÷ø ù ú
is
bounded by 1.
2.3 The basic process
In this paragraph we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the basic process under
fixed alternatives in the vicinity of the null hypothesis. Define 1
Jø ù
" #0$ &
ú
by
1

ø ù
" #%$ &
úû32
.
 4 ,65
7 8



9;:
5
< =
0>
  ? @
: A B
8C D

'

E
ø
#0$ &
ú F ù
fiHG
ý
"
  I
"0#
fiKJ LNM (5)
Definition (5) coincides for &
û
ý
with the definition of the basic process 1
Jø ù
" #
ú
in
Hjort and Koning (2001).
Theorem 1 is our key result under the alternative hypothesis. Its proof is deferred
to Section 5.
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Theorem 1 If Condition 1 holds, then
O PQ
R ST U V W X
O PQ
Y
S Z [N\
\
\
\
] ^
W _ ` a)bc
Wdefff g h i0j
a)k0lHm
f g h i0j
a)k
\
\
\
\
nop q (6)
2.4 Monitoring cumulative distribution functions
Let r
s%t
f i
kvuxw
^
ty;z
{
| }
W
w)~ 
z   
Y 
be the empirical estimator of s
f i
k
in the 
R 
subsample, and let

s
e
f i
kvuw
^
e
{
t
}
W
^
t
r
s%t
f i
kvuw
^
e
{
t
}
W
y;z
{
| }
W
w)~ 
z   
Y 
be the empirical estimator of s
f i
k
in the full sample. Lemma 1 in Hjort and Koning
(2001) implies that under the null hypothesis (1) the process

e
f g h i
kvuw
Ł
^
T
e
R X
{
t
}
W
^
t
]
r
s0t
f i
k0l

s
e
f i
k b
hg
nH 
h
w 
h0i
nK 
h
(7)
converges in distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function
 
f g0g 
k;l

f g
k

f g 
k 

s
U
f ii
k0l
s
U
f i
k
s
U
f i
k 
.
In this paragraph we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the monitoring pro-
cess

e
f g h i
k
under fixed alternatives in the vicinity of the null hypothesis.
Lemma 1 If Condition 1 holds, then
O PQ
R S)T U V W X
O PQ
Y
S Z [N\
\
\
\
] ^
W _ ` a)bflc
W

efff g h i
k0lHm
f g h i0j
a)k
\
\
\
\
nop q (8)
Lemma 1 shows that the behaviour of 
e
f g h i
k
under a fixed alternative in the
vicinity of the null hypothesis is largely determined by
^
W _ `
a m
f g h i0j
a)k
. This suggests
that plots of 
e
f g h i
k
versus
g
and
i
may contain important information with respect
to the nature of the departure from the null hypothesis. In particular, plots of 
efff g h i
k
versus
g
for fixed
i
may reveal straight lines [indicating that the value of s
f i
k
remains
constant throughout the corresponding time interval], curvature [indicating a gradually
changing value of s
f i
k
] or angles [indicating abrupt changes in the value of s
f i
k
].
Lemma 2 in Hjort and Koning (2001) implies that under the null hypothesis (1) the
process 
e
f g h i
k
defined by

ef g h i
kvu3
f g
k

efff g h i
k0l
R
U

ef )h i
kflfl
f 
k
hg
nH 
h
w 
h0i
nK Nq (9)
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converges in distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function
0 N¡ ¢ ¡ £
¤¦¥§ ¨fl© ª «¬v§ ¨fl©0­
 N¡
¤¥§ ¨© «¬v§ ¨fl©
 N¡ £
¤®¥§ ¨© «¬v§ ¨fl© ¯N° ±§ ²³²´ ©0­H±§ ²%© ±§ ²ff´ © µv¶
Lemma 2 extends Lemma 1 to the weighted monitoring process ·¹¸
§ º » ²¼©
.
Condition 2 There exists a finite constant ½ ¾¹¿ÁÀ such that
¥§ º ©
is bounded by ½ ¾ , and
has variation bounded by ½ ¾ .
Lemma 2 Let
¥§ º ©
satisfy Condition 2, and define
¥KÂÃK§ º » ²0Ä Å)©vÆ3¥§ º © ÃK§ º » ²0Ä Å)©0­
 N¡
¤ÃK§ Ç)» ²0Ä Å)©«¥§ Ç © ¶
If Condition 1 holds, then
È ÉÊ
¡ ËÌ
¤ Í
¾ Î
È ÉÊ
Ï
Ë Ð ÑNÒ
Ò
Ò
Ò Ó Ô
¾ Õ
ª
Å Öfl×
¾
·
¸
§ º » ²¼©0­H¥KÂÃK§ º » ²%Ä Å©
Ò
Ò
Ò
ÒØÙÚ
¶
2.5 Monitoring probability density functions
Let Û
Ü Ý
§ ²%©vÆÞ
Ô
Ý ßHà;á
â
ã ä
¾åçæffè
Ý
Í
ã
­6²
ßêé
be the kernel density estimator in subsample ë , and let
ì
Ü
¸
Í í
§ ²%©vÆ
Þ
Ô
ß
¸
â
Ý
ä
¾
à;á
â
ã ä
¾)å
æè
Ý
Í
ã
­î²
ßïé
Æ
Þ
Ô
¸
â
Ý
ä
¾
Ô
Ý
Û
Ü
Ý
§ ²%©
be the full sample kernel density estimator under the null hypothesis (1); here,
å
§ ²%©
is a symmetric density, and ß a smoothing parameter.
Condition 3 The kernel function
å
§ ²%©
is a symmetric probability density function
satisfying  ®ð
å
´ § ²¼©
ð
«²ñ
½
ª
»
where
å
´
§ ²¼©
denotes the derivative of
å
§ ²¼©
, and ½
ª
is a finite constant.
Lemma 3 in Hjort and Koning (2001) implies that under the null hypothesis (1) the
monitoring process
ò
¸
Í í
§ º » ²%©vÆ
ß
¾ Õ
ª
Ô
×
¾ Õ
ª
Ì
¸
¡
Î
â
Ý
ä
¾
Ô
Ý
Ó
Û
Ü
Ý
§ ²%©0­
ì
Ü
¸
Í í
§ ²%© Ö»º
ØHó
À
»
Þ ô
»0²
ØKõ ö
»
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converges in distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function
÷ øù ú0ûú ü ý;þîøvù ú ý øvù ú ü ý ß flù 

ü ý
, where
 

ù 


ü
ý	

þ


þffü
ffflfi ffi
ù

ý 

þ "!$#
fi

ù ¼ý !$#
fi

ù 
ü
ý

where
!
#
fi

ù ¼ý	
 
þ%
&fi ffi
ù

ý 

'Hù (¼ý
fi ffi
ù &)(¼ý *(+
One may interpret
 flù 

ü ý ,*
as the covariance function of the full sample estimator
#
fi - .

ù %ý
under the null hypothesis (1).
In this paragraph we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the monitoring pro-
cess / -0.

ù ú

%ý
under fixed alternatives in the vicinity of the null hypothesis.
Lemma 3 If Conditions 1 and 3 hold, then
 1 243 56
7 8*9
ffi .
 :
3 56
;
8 < =?>
>
>
> @ A
 1 2 B0C


/
- .

ù ú

¼ý;þ  1 2 D

ù ú

E Bý
>
>
>
>"FHGI
 (10)
where
DJflù ú

E B)ý®þK

2

ü


þ


DKù ú


E Bý 

+
Lemma 3 shows that the behaviour of / - .
ù ú

¼ý
under a fixed alternative in the
vicinity of the null hypothesis is largely determined by
ù
A
ffý
 1 2
B0D

ù ú

E B)ý
. Similar to
plots of / -
ù ú

¼ý
discussed earlier, plots of / -0.

ù ú

%ý
versus
ú
for fixed

may reveal the
nature of the departure from the null hypothesis: straight lines indicate that the value of
fi
ù %ý
remains constant throughout the corresponding time-interval [here fi denotes the
probability density function belonging to L ], curvature indicates a gradually changing
value of fi
ù %ý
, and angles indicate abrupt changes in the value of fi
ù ¼ý
.
For a sequence of bandwidths

- tending to zero, the situation is less simple due
to the irregular asymptotic behaviour of M - .
 N
ù ú

E B)ý
stemming from the structure of
 
ffi
ù 

ü ý
.
Lemma 4 in Hjort and Koning (2001) implies that under the null hypothesis (1) the
weighted monitoring process O - .

ù ú

¼ý
defined by
O
- .

ù ú

¼ý'Pù ú ý
/
- .

ù ú

¼ý;þ 
7
ffi
/
-0.

ù Q

¼ý""Pù Q ý

ú
F R S
 T U 

F$V W
(11)
converges in distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function
X

7 Y 7 Z
ffi
Pù

ý 2 flø;ù

ý%þ
7
ffi
Pù

ý flø;ù

ý
7 Z
ffi
Pù

ý øvù

ý [\ 

ù 


ü
ý +
Lemma 4 shows that the results for / -0.
ù ú

%ý
extend to the process O -0.
ù ú

%ý
.
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Lemma 4 Let ]_^ ` a satisfy Condition 2, and define
]%bdcJe*^ ` f gh i*aj']_^ ` a c&e*^ ` f gh i*akl?m
n
c&e*^ o0f gh i0a"p"]_^ o a q
If Conditions 1 and 3 hold, then
r st
m u*v
n w x y
r st
z
u { |J}
}
}
}
~ 
x  
i "
x
w
e*^ ` f gak
x  
]$bdc&e*^ ` f gh i*a
}
}
}
}
HŁ
q
3 Tests of constancy
3.1 Notation and preliminaries
In this section we show that the theory of the previous section is relevant for verifying
whether a sequence of test statistics 

based on either


or


w
e may be classified
as a Wieand sequence and/or a weak Kallenberg sequence. Wieand sequences allow
the computation of limiting [as the size of the test tends to zero] Pitman efficiency, and
weak Kallenberg sequences allow the computation of weak i-efficiency. Throughout
this section we shall assume that the test based on a test statistic 

rejects the null
hypothesis for large values of 

.
In the first instance we shall restrict ourselves to testing the null hypothesis ver-
sus the alternative that  belongs to a path of probability measures  d*iJ" ap-
proaching  n H n as iK? . Restricting the alternative hypothesis is not uncommon in
efficiency computations. For instance, in Nikitin (1995), p. 106, p. 122, the Bahadur
efficiency of nonparametric tests is computed by restricting the alternative hypothesis
to a simple hypothesis.
Definition 2 A sequence of test statistics 

is said to be a Wieand sequence if the
following three conditions are satisfied.
(a) For every   n the sequence 

converges in  -distribution to a random
variable  .
(b) There exists a positive constant  such that
  
 _fl


 * 
r st
¡
u ¢"£
^ 	

a¤j¥kK"¦*§*q
(c) There exists a constant i0¨ and a function ©_"ª «\¬H­®ª « such that for every ¯ x 
and ¯   ^ f ° a there exists a constant
d± ²
w
± ³
such that

d´
}
}
}
}
~ 
x  
©0^ i0a "
x


k°
}
}
}
}
¯
x µ¶
¯

for all  ¶ i ¶ i0¨ and · such that

x  
©0^ i0a

±
²
w
±
³
.
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Typically, we have that ¸ ¹ º*» satisfies ¼ ½ ¾J¿ À Áº0ÂÃ ¸0¹ º0»dÄ'Å . If this is indeed the case,
then Æ Ç
Ã È É
¸0¹ º0» Ê
ÂÃ"ËÌ\ÍÎ?ÏHÐÑ (12)
implies Definition 2(c).
If Ë Ì is a Wieand sequence, then we shall refer to ÒK¹ ¸ ¹ º*» » É as the Wieand slope of
Ë
Ì
. The following lemma is the composite null hypothesis version of the simple null
hypothesis lemma given in Wieand (1976), and follows from Theorem 1 in Kallenberg
and Koning (1995).
Lemma 5 Let Ë Ì and Ë_ÓÌ be two Wieand sequences with respective slopes ÒK¹ ¸ ¹ º*» » É
and Ò Ó ¹ ¸ Ó ¹ º0» » É . Suppose ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á ¸ ¹ º*»Ô¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á ¸ Ó ¹ º0»Ô'Å , and suppose that the limit
¼ ½ ¾
¿ À Á
ÒK¹ ¸ ¹ º*» »
É
Ò
Ó
¹ ¸
Ó
¹ º*» »
É
(13)
exists. Then the limiting [as the size of the tests tend to zero] asymptotic Pitman effi-
ciency of Ë Ì with respect to Ë_ÓÌ exists, and is equal to the limit given in (13).
It should be noted that the asymptotic Pitman efficiency of ËÌ with respect to ËdÓÌ
does not depend on the size or the power of the test if both Ë Ì and ËdÓÌ are asymptotically
normal. However, the test statistics that we are considering typically have nonnormal
limiting distributions, and hence the asymptotic Pitman eficiency may depend on the
power and the size of the test, which makes the concept of Pitman efficiency less
attractive as a performance measure. Lemma 5 shows that by letting the size of the test
tend to zero, we arrive at a criterion that does not depend on the size and the power
anymore.
The Wieand approach to efficiency is based on separately letting the size of the
test tend to zero, and the alternative tend to the null hypothesis. In Kallenberg (1983)
the concept of asympotic i-efficiency was proposed, in which both operations are per-
formed simultaneously.
Definition 3 A sequence of test statistics ËÌ is said to be a Kallenberg sequence if the
following two conditions are satisfied.
(a) There exists a positive constant Ò such that
¼ ½ ¾
Ì ÕdÖ
¹ ×
Ì
»
ÂÉ
¼ Ø0ÙflÚ ÛÜ
ÝÞ ß"à*á
¹
Ë
Ì
Ä×
Ì
»¤Ô
Í
Ò"â*ã (14)
holds for all sequences × Ì such that × Ì?äæå and × Ì Ô'ç
Æ
Ç
Ã È è
Ê
as é äæå .
(b) There exists a positive function ¸0¹ º0» such that
Æ
Ç
Ã È É ¸ ¹ º
Ì
»
Ê
ÂÃ"ËÌ tends to 1 in
á
¿ ê -probability for all sequences º Ì such that º Ìflä Å and
Ç
Ã È É ¸ ¹ º
Ì
»
äëå as
é
ä®å
.
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Observe that Definition 3(b) is implied by Definition 2(c) [since ì íîæì ï and
ðflñ ò ó ô0õ
ì í"ö÷ødù ú û ù ü , eventually]. Recall that if ý þ ß   ì ñ ô õ ì*ö÷ , then Definition 2(c)
is in turn implied by (12).
Definition 3 is motivated by Lemma 2.1 in Kallenberg (1983), which uses the no-
tion of Hellinger distance to identify sequences ì í for which  í is consistent under 	   
 .
Lemma 6 shows that if conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 2 hold, we may alternatively
use ô õ ì*ö itself to identify those “consistent” sequences [as is done in Definition 3] if
the size of the test is sufficiently small. Moreover, Lemma 6(a) implies that a Wie-
and sequence of test statistics is consistent under 	   
 for all sequences ì í such that
Jîì
í
îì0ï and ðHñ ò ó ô0õ ì í ö as  .
Lemma 6 Suppose that the sequence of test statistics  í satisfies conditions (a) and
(b) of Definition 2, and let ì í be a sequence such that

ðflñ ò ó ô õ
ì í*ö 

ñ
í tends to 1 in
	  
 -probability. Then
(a) if ý þ ß í  ð ñ ò ó ô õ ì í ö , then  í is consistent under 	   
 ;
(b) if ý þ ß fiff
í 
ðHñ ò ó ô õ
ì í"öî , then the test based on í is not consistent under
	  
 if its size is sufficiently small.
If í is a Kallenberg sequence, then we shall refer to fl õ ô õ ì*ö ö ó as the intermediate
slope of í . If í and ffi
í
are two Kallenberg sequences with respective slopes fl õ ô õ ì*ö ö ó
and fl ffi õ ô ffi õ ì*ö ö ó , and if the limit ý þ ß     fl õ ô õ ì*ö ö ó  fl ffi õ ô ffi õ ì*ö ö ó exists, then the asymptotic
i-efficiency of  í with respect to ffi
í
is defined as this limit.
Weak asymptotic i-efficiency, also proposed in Kallenberg (1983), is a variant of
asymptotic i-efficiency which replaces the Crame´r type deviation result (a) by a mod-
erate deviation result: (14) should hold for all sequences ! í such that ! í"# and
! í$&%

õ
ý '(
ð
ö
ñ ò ó
 as ) .
For the sake of completeness, we mention that there is also strong asymptotic i-
efficiency, which replaces the Crame´r type deviation result by a Chernoff type devia-
tion result: (14) should hold for all sequences ! í such that ! í$) and ! í$&*

ðHñ ò ó

as  .
Lemma 6 in Hjort and Koning (2001) and Lemma 7 together provide a framework
for verifying whether a sequence of test statistics is Wieand and/or [weak] Kallenberg.
The sequence of test statistics is obtained by standardizing an initial sequence of test
statistics +í by means of a random variable ,- . Using standardized test statistics is quite
natural in the light of condition (b) of Definition 2(b) and condition (a) of Definition 3.
Lemma 7 Let . 	  0/ ì4÷132 be a path of probability measures approaching 	 5476
as ì08 . Suppose +í and ,- satisfy (i) and (ii) below.
(i) For every ì?÷ there exists +ô0õ ì0ö such that

ð
ñ ò ó
+
ô0õ
ì0ö


ñ
+

í59;:$4<fi=
holds, and ý þ ß$   ì> ñ +ô õ ì*ö÷; .
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(ii) For every ?$@A there exists B C such that
D
B C EFB$GH
D3IJfiK L
and M N OC P Q B CR@A .
Then the test statistic S TUFBfiVfiWXS T satisfies condition (c) of Definition 2 with Y Z ?[5U
XY Z ?[ E>B C .
3.2 A general approach for sublinear tests
In this paragraph we briefly outline the verification of the conditions of Lemma 7 for
test statistics based on the monitoring processes \]TfiZ ^
L _
[ and \]T>` aZ ^
L _
[ .
Let b1Z c A
L
H def g5[ denote the space of real-valued functions defined on c A
L
H d]e
f g which are cadlag in both components, and let Sh0b1Z c A
L
H diejf g$[klf g5m be a
functional which is positive-homogeneous [that is, SZ n o3[RUpn S$Z o3[ for every constant
n"@qA and every o
I
b1Z c A
L
H diejf g$[ ] and Lipschitz [that is, there exists a constant
n r7@sA such that
D
SZ o3[iG7SZ o>t [
D0u
n rwv xfiyfiz {|
Q
`
W }
v xfiyfi~ {  
D
owZ ^
L _
[G7o>t Z ^
L _
[
D
for every
o
L
o>t
I
b1Z c A
L
H diejf g5[ ].
If we set
X
S
T
US7Z \
T
[
L
and define Y>Z ?>[ as ? SZ jRbjZ 
L
  ?[ [ , then it follows from Lemma 2 that



  
W  Ł
? 
VwW
XS
T
G?
VwW
Y>Z ?>[




u
n
r
v xfiy
z {|
Q
`
W }
v xfiy
~ {  



  
W  Ł
? 
VwW
\
T
Z ^
L _
[GjRbjZ ^
L _
 ?[




IJfiK L
and hence condition (i) of Lemma 7 is satisfied if M N OC P QfiSZ bjZ  L _  ?[ [ is positive.
Similarly, if we set
XSwTUS7Z \]T>` a [
L
and define Y Z ?[ as ?wW  Ł SZ jRba3Z 
L
  ?>[ [ , then it follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4
that condition (i) of Lemma 7 is satisfied if M N OC P QwS7Z b
a
Z 
L _
 ?>[ [ is positive. Again, it
only remains to show that condition (ii) of Lemma 7 is satisfied.
3.3 Supremum type tests
To illustrate the general approach described in the previous paragraph, we now verify
condition (ii) of Lemma 7 for the special case where S takes the form
S$Z o3[U&v xfiy
~ {  
Z owZ 
L _
[ [
L
where

Z o
W
[U&v xfiy

{  

Z o
W
L
o
W
[
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for every  &1  3    ; here  is some index set, and 5  is a symmetric bounded
bilinear form on 1  3    for every ¡;p [see also Koning and Protasov (2001)].
Deviation results were obtained in Hjort and Koning (2001).
Typical examples of ¢ are the Kolmogorov functional ¢ Kol, the Crame´r-von Mises
functional ¢ CvM and the Andersen-Darling functional ¢ AD. These functionals are re-
spectively defined by
¢ Kol  > £)¤ ¥fi¦
§ ¨© ª «
 ¬ ­
   ® 
­

¢ CvM    £°¯w±    ²   ³w´µ ²  ¶
 ·
³

¢ AD    £°¸i±
    ²   ³
µ ²   ¹7µ ²  
´µ ²  º
 ·
³i»
For each of these choices of ¢ , there is an associated positive constant ¼3½ : ¼½ Kol £1¾ ,
¼
½ CvM £¿ ³ and ¼ ½ AD £À [cf. Koning and Protasov (2001)].
As in Hjort and Koning (2001), we shall mainly consider test statistics of the form
Á
½
« Â3Ã or
Á
½
« Â
Ã Ä Å , as
Á
½
« ÆÃ and Á ½ « Æ Ã Ä Å may be expressed as Á ½ Ç « Â3Ã and Á ½ Ç « Â Ã Ä Å for a
convenient choice of ¢ È .
Let
Á
½
« Â3Ã denote the test statistic ¤ ¥fi¦fiÉ ¨ Ê Ë ¢Ì ÍÎw Ï  Ð   . If a moderate deviation
result holds for Á ½ « Â3Ã with ¼Ñ£¾>¼ ½ [cf. Lemma 7 in Hjort and Koning (2001)], and if
Ò Ó Ô$Õ Ö
ª
¤ ¥fi¦
É
¨ Ê Ë
¢Ì j Ï  Ði× Ø  is positive, then it follows by Lemma 7 that Á ½ « Â3Ã is both
a Wieand and a weak Kallenberg sequence with slope Ù Ø
³ÚÛ
 Ø
³
 , where
Ù0£&¾¼
½
¸
Ò Ó Ô
Õ Ö
ª
¤ ¥fi¦
É
¨ Ê Ë
¢Ì j Ï  Ði× Ø  º
³
[we shall refer to Ù as the efficacy of Á ½ « Â3Ã ]. If a Crame´r type deviation result holds
for
Á
½
« Â3Ã
, then
Á
½
« ÂfiÃ is a Kallenberg sequence. If a Chernoff type deviation result
holds for Á ½ « ÂfiÃ , then Á ½ « ÂfiÃ is a strong Kallenberg sequence. Moreover, it follows
by Lemma 6(a) that the test based on Á ½ « ÂfiÃ is consistent for fixed alternatives in the
vicinity of the null hypothesis, and for local alternatives which satisfy Ü  ·
³ Ý
 Ø
Î
Þ)ß
as àÞß .
Let
Á
½
« Â
Ã Ä Å denote the test statistic ¤ ¥fi¦fiÉ ¨ Ê Ë ¢Ì ÍÎ « á  Ï  Ði  . Lemma 8 provides a
necessary additional result for Á ½ « Â Ã Ä Å .
Lemma 8 For âãåä ª , define æ ª £æ ª  â$ by æ
³
ª
£¤ ¥fi¦3É
¨ Ê Ë0ç
á
 Ði Ði . Define the
estimator èæ by
èæ
³
£&¤ ¥fi¦
É
¨ Ê Ë

ÜÌé
Î
ê
ë ì
íî
ê
ï ì

¯wðsñwò
ë ï
¹7Ð
éôó
¹öõ
÷
Îw Ð 
¶
³
»
Assume Condition 3 holds, and assume that there exists a positive constant ø ù such
that ø
ù
æ
ªú
 for every âpä ª . If (2) holds, and if
Ò Ó Ô
Õ Ö
ª
¤ ¥fi¦
É
¨ Ê Ë
­ û$ü
 Ð× Ø>¹
û
ª
 Ð 
­
£&3 (15)
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then condition (ii) of Lemma 7 is satisfied with ý þ ß       .
The assumption that   is bounded by below for 	
  may not be fulfilled
in general for      . In such a case, one could consider the technical solution of
removing from  those probability measures for which   becomes too small.
If the test statistic 
    
satisfies a moderate deviation result with 

and
 ffflfi ffi  ! " # $ff%'&)( *,+ *- [cf. Lemma 8 in Hjort and Koning (2001)], and if the quantity
ý þ ß
   
fi ffi 
! " # $/.
( 0
&
( 1 + *2 3)- - is positive, then it follows by Lemma 7 that 4 5 6       is
both a Wieand and a weak Kallenberg sequence with slope 7 & 3 8:9<; ( 3 8 - , where
7
&

=


fi ffi 
! " # $
%
&
( *+ *-
>
ý þ ß
   
fi ffi 
! " # $
.
( 0
&
( 1 + *,2 3?- - @
8
[we shall refer to 7 & as the efficacy of 
    
]. If a Crame´r type deviation result holds
for 
     
, then 
    
is a Kallenberg sequence. If a Chernoff type deviation result
holds for 
     
, then 
    
is a strong Kallenberg sequence. Moreover, it follows by
Lemma 6(a) that the test based on 4 5 6       is consistent for fixed alternatives in the
vicinity of the null hypothesis, and for local alternatives which satisfy AB6 C 8 D ( 3 E)-FHG
as IBFJG .
Observe that 7 & does not depend on I , and may be used as a criterion for selecting
the bandwidth. Moreover, as
=
tends to zero, then we typically have that 0
8

&
( *- as
well as % & ( *+ *- tends to a finite constant not equal to zero, and hence 7 & tends to zero.
Thus, letting
=
E tend to zero as I tends to infinity yields an inefficient procedure.
3.4 Some examples
In this paragraph we return to the situation discussed in paragraph 2.2. Recall that if
fi ffi 
K
"?L


6 M?N O
E ( P -,Q
O
( P -
N

BR S +Tfi ffi 
K
"?L


6 M?N U
E ( P -,Q
U
( P -
N

BR S +
then Condition 1 holds with
0V( P + *2 3)-:WX( P -( Y,Z ( *-:Q[Y: ( *- -\
It follows that the slope ( D ( 3)- - 8 of the test statistic     behaves as 3 8 7 7   for 3
tending to zero, where
7 ]^
.
( W_- `
8
+ and 7   ]afi ffi 
! " # $
^ Y
Z
( *-,Q<Y

( *- `
8
\
Moreover, the slope ( D ( 3)- - 8 of the test statistic       behaves as 3?8 7 7     for 3
tending to zero, where 7

is as before, and
7
  

fi ffi 
! " # $cbed?fgBh'di
Q[*
=kjl( Y,Z (
i
-,Q<Y, (
i
- - m
i
jn
8
= o
fi ffi 
! " # $
%
&
( *,+ *-
\
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Apparently, the efficacy of test statistics of the form pq r s t or pq r s
t u v
is the product
of two factors. The first factor w q is determined by the choice of x and the way the
degree of contamination varies over time [as reflected by yXz { | ]. The second factor,
either w st or w s
t u v
, is determined by the choice of the monitoring process and the type
of contamination [as reflected by },~ z |:[}: z | ].
Recall that a test statistic of the form p q r )t may be expressed as p q ?r s t for a con-
venient choice of x . In particular, we may express p q Kol r )t    Ł   x Kol z e z   | |
as    Ł   x r Kol z 'z   | | , where
x
r Kol z ? |   

Ł)

r
  


 
z { |   z { |,


  z  | 

z  |



 One may show that  ¡

q

u Kol
  

Ł?

r
 




z  |

)¢z  |,fl£




z  | )¢z  | ¤


w q

u Kol 
 
q

u Kol ¥ x  r Kol z y_| ¦


The freedom still remaining in the choice of

allows us to construct a test which has
high power for a specific alternative of special interest. If § is known explicitly, then
Lemma 9 shows that taking the weight function

z { | equal to §z { | yields a test statistic
which is optimal within the class of tests statistics    Ł   x r Kol z 'z   | | .
Lemma 9 The ratio w q

u Kol does not exceed w opt _¨


¥
§z  | ¦

)¢z  | , and this upper
bound is attained by

z { |

§cz { | .
Typically, in practical circumstances the function ©'z { | [and hence §z { | ] is not fully
specified. For instance, in the examples given in paragraph 2.2 we have that ©'z { | 
© ª z { | depends on the changepoint « , which is usually unknown. Nevertheless, the
quantity w opt is an upper bound for w q  u Kol , and hence we shall use it as a yardstick for
w
q in the sequel.
Example: “at most one” change point problem In the “at most one” changepoint
problem we have ¬Vz {  ­ ®)|  y
ª
z { |
¥
}
~
z |,<}

z | | , where
yBª z { |




§eª ¢:z  |
X¯
¢:z { |z °<¢z «| | if {e±²« ,
¢:z «|z °<¢:z { | | if {e³« .
We have
w opt  


§
ª
z  |

 

¢z «|z °<¢z «| |'
w q Kol 
 
q Kol ¥ x Kol z y ª | ¦

]´ff¯µ  

Ł)

r
  ¶
y
ª
z { |
¶ ·

]´
¢:z «|

z °<¢z «| |


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¸ ¹
CvM º]»
¹
CvM ¼?½ CvM ¾ ¿BÀ?Á Â Ã ºÄ
Å Æ
Ã
¾ ÇÈ<É:¾ ÊÁ Á Ã'É¾ ÊÁ
Ã Ë
¸
¹
AD
º]»
¹
AD
¼?½
AD
¾ ¿
À
Á Â Ã
º
È/Ì É¾ ÊÁ
Ã'Í Î
É:¾ ÊÁ,ÈÌ¾ ÇÈ<É:¾ ÊÁ Á Ã
Í Î
¾ ÇÈ<É¾ ÊÁ Á,È<Ì?É:¾ ÊÁ¾ ÇÈ<É:¾ ÊÁ Á'Ï
Figure 1 displays ¸ ¹ Kol Ð
¸
opt,
¸ ¹
CvM Ð
¸
opt and ¸ ¹ AD Ð
¸
opt versus É¾ Ñ Á , and has the fol-
lowing implications for the comparison of test statistics Ò ¹ Kol Ó ÔÕ , Ò
¹
AD Ó Ô Õ and Ò
¹
CvM Ó Ô Õ
derived from the monitoring process Ö×
¾ Ñ
Ë Ø
Á
. The test statistic Ò ¹ Kol Ó ÔÕ should al-
ways be preferred over Ò ¹ CvM Ó ÔÕ , as the efficiency
¸
¹
CvM Ð
¸
¹
Kol º
Æ
Ã
Ð
Ç?Ì
ºÙ
Ï ÚÌ?Ì)Û
of Ò ¹ CvM Ó ÔÕ with respect to Ò
¹
Kol Ó ÔÕ is less than 1 and does not depend on the posi-
tion of the changepoint. However, for changepoints
Ê
close to 0 or 1 [more precisely,
satisfying
É:¾ ÊÁffÜ
Ù
Ï Ç?Û
or
É¾ ÊÁffÝ
Ù
Ï Ú)Û
], Ò ¹ AD Ó Ô Õ shows a stronger performance than
Ò
¹
Kol Ó ÔÕ .
Figure 1 has exactly the same implications for the comparison of the test statistics
Ò
¹
Kol Ó Ô
Õ Þ ß
, Ò
¹
AD
Ó Ô
Õ Þ ß
and Ò ¹ CvM Ó Ô
Õ Þ ß
derived from the monitoring process Ö
×
Ó à
¾ Ñ
Ë Ø
Á
.
Example: linear trend Recall that in the linear trend example we have
á
¾ Ñ
Ë Øâ ã
Á
º
ã)ä
Ä
¿
À
¾ Ñ Á
¼ å
¾
Ø,â
Ù
Á,È
å
¾
Ø,â ã
Á Á
Ë
with
¿
À
¾ Ñ Á
ºXæ
È
Ä
Ã
É¾ Ñ Á¾ ÇÈ<É:¾ çÁ Á Ã
if
ÑeÜ²Ê
,
Ä
Ã
¾ É¾ Ñ Á,È<É:¾ çÁ Á ÃÈ
Ä
Ã
É¾ Ñ Á¾ ÇÈ<É:¾ çÁ Á Ã
if
ÑeèÊ
.
Figure 2 displays ¸ ¹ Kol
Ð
¸
opt, ¸
¹
CvM
Ð
¸
opt and ¸ ¹ AD
Ð
¸
opt versus É¾ Ñ Á . The statistic
Ò
¹
AD Ó ÔÕ shows the strongest performance, and clearly outperforms Ò
¹
Kol Ó ÔÕ ; the effi-
ciency of Ò ¹ CvM Ó ÔÕ with respect to Ò
¹
AD Ó Ô Õ is close to 1 for changepoints Ê satisfy-
ing
É:¾ ÊÁlÜ
Ù
Ï Û
, but deteriorates fast for
É:¾ ÊÁµè
Ù
Ï Û
. Similar conclusions hold for
Ò
¹
Kol Ó Ô
Õ Þ ß
, Ò
¹
AD Ó Ô
Õ Þ ß
and Ò ¹ CvM Ó Ô
Õ Þ ß
.
Example: normal contamination Suppose that
å
× é
¾
Øâ ã
Á
satisfies (4), with
å,ê
¾
Ø
Á
º]ë]ì
Ø
Èíç
ê
î
êï
Ë
å:ð
¾
Ø
Á
ºë]ì
Ø
È[ç
î
ï
Ë
where
ë
¾ ñ)Á
is the standardnormal cumulative distribution function. We have
¸
ÔÕ
º²òó ô õ
ö ÷ ø ù
æë]ì
Ø
È[ç
î
ï
È
ë²ì
Ø
È[ç
ê
î
êï/ú
Ã
Ï
(16)
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When the kernel function û<ü ýþ is taken equal to the standard normal probability den-
sity function ß,ü ýþ , we may derive that
  
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 
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
ff'
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
fl
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(17)
By exploring the ratio    
0
  

 5 6 7
[with     and    
 5 6 7
given by (16) and (17),
respectively] numerically for various values of 8 , we found that setting 8 equal to 0.75
gives reasonable results for
#9

. Figure 3 evaluates the performance of :<; =  
 > ? @ 6 7
relative to :
; =

 by plotting the ratio    
0
  

 > ? @ 6
7
versus

for "
'
BA
,

'

 and
various values of " . Although the ratio depends on " , Figure 3 suggests that there
exists an upper bound which only depends on

. Observe that :
; =


 > ? @ 6
7
outperforms
:<; =

 for values of

between 0.06 and 1.
As it is quite difficult to obtain similar results in the general situation, we can
only rely on the findings in the “normal contamination” example. Fortunately, these
findings are in line with expectation: there is an advantage in using the monitoring
process CED
= F
ü G H ýþ when the contamination is reasonably concentrated. This leads us
to conjecture that our conclusions extend to the general situation: :I; =  
 > ? @ 6 7
[where 
'
is now the variance of the observations under the null hypothesis] outperforms :I; =  
when the contamination under the alternative has a reasonably [but not too extremely]
concentrated character.
In actual applications we should replace

'
by an estimator. The usual estimator
J
pooled, defined by
J
ff
pooled


K
 ML
D
NO PRQTS
UN
V
P<QIW X
O
=
V
 ZY
X
O [
ff
H
[here Y
X
O
denotes the mean of the \ ] F sample] becomes degenerate when the observa-
tions are individual [that is, K
O

 for every \   H
4 4 4
H L ]. Alternative variance
estimators for individual observations are discussed in Wetherill and Brown (1991), p.
114–121; in particular, we mention the “successive differences” estimator
J
succ-diff


L! 

D
NO PRQE^
X
O
=
Q
 
X
O _Q
=
Q
^

0


4[see Kamat (1953)]. Observe that  0   coincides with the “control chart constant”
1.128, often encountered in industrial statistics.
3.5 Bootstrap tests
Let : D be a test statistic, and :E`
D
a bootstrap replication of : D . The bootstrap test based
on :<D employs the distribution of :a`
D
to evaluate the achieved significance level of
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bRc
. Hence, to investigate the asymptotic limiting [as the size of the test tends to zero]
Pitman efficiency of the bootstrap test based on b<c in the manner described above, we
should require that badc satisfies conditions (a) and (b), and b c satisfies condition (c)
of Definition 2. Likewise, to investigate the i-efficiency of the bootstrap test based on
b
c
, we should require that b dc satisfies condition (a), and b c satisfies condition (b) of
Definition 3.
To usual way of implementing the bootstrap test is to generate a number of boot-
strap replications, and count the replications greater than or equal to the achieved value
of b
c [cf. Efron and Tibshirani (1993), p. 232]. However, for a bootstrap replication
b
d
c
satisfying condition (a) and (b) of Definition 2 we may benefit from the fact that its
distribution under the null hypothesis approximately has a normal right hand tail. Thus,
a normal probability plot of the bootstrap replications should become linear for large
values of the normal score. One may interpret the location where the normal probabil-
ity plot exceeds the attained value of the test statistic as a “ e -score” corresponding to
the achieved significance level. Determining the achieved significance level of a boot-
strap test via a normal probability plot has the advantage that the number of bootstrap
replications can be kept relatively low [for instance, in accordance with rule of thumb
(2) in paragraph 6.4 in Efron and Tibshirani (1993), p. 52].
Note that both implementations sketched above are scale invariant, in the sense that
for every fixed constant f+gih the achieved significance level of the test based on f b
c
does not depend on f .
Now, let
bRc be equal to [a standardized version of] bMj kTcfil or b)j kTcnm o l . In earlier
paragraphs we have already discussed how to verify whether b<c satisfies condition (c)
of Definition 2 and condition (b) of Definition 3. The theory in Hjort and Koning
(2001) with respect to the bootstrap replications k dc and k dc m o of the monitoring pro-
cesses
k
c
and k
c m o
may be used to verify whether condition (a) and (b) of Definition 2
and condition (b) of Definition 3 hold for b dc . In general, if condition (a) and (b) of
Definition 2 hold for b<c , then they also hold for b dc . With respect to the verification
of condition (b) of Definition 3 is more complicated, stemming from the fact that the
“original” rate p
j q
d
c
l r s t
uwv
r s t x
y zn{
v!| [appearing in (12) and (17) in Hjort and Kon-
ing (2001)] is slightly better from the “bootstrap” rate p j q dc l r s t
uwv r s } | [appearing in
(18) and (19) in Hjort and Koning (2001)].
Despite this difference in rate, bootstrap tests have clear advantages in applications.
Due to the scale invariance of both bootstrap implementations, standardization of the
test statistics is not needed [and hence, estimation of ~  can be avoided]. Moreover, the
achieved significance level can be determined without explicit knowledge with respect
to the [asymptotic] distribution of bRc .
4 Applications
In this section we apply the methods of the previous sections to sea water level data,
and discuss the patterns of nonconstancy which show up in the monitoring plots. Of
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particular interest for the interpretation of the monitoring plots are the presence of
straight lines [indicating periods of constancy], curvature [indicating periods of grad-
ual change] or angles [indicating moments of abrupt change].
4.1 Sea water levels at Vlissingen, The Netherlands
The sea water level data involve a series of high tide sea water levels at Vlissingen, The
Netherlands, starting at January 1, 1882 and ending at December 31, 1985. A total
number of 73397 high tide sea water levels were recorded during the measurement
period. The data were grouped in 104 subsamples, each covering a one-year period.
The pooled standard deviation  of the sea water levels is 39.84 centimeter. The sea
water levels ranged from -16 to 455 centimeter, and are displayed in Figure 4. A close
inspection of Figure 4 reveals that there are no abrupt changes in the distribution of the
sea water levels, but there is a small positive trend.
Figure 5 displays E   I for the values of  which correspond to the 25 equidis-
tant horizontal dotted “scan lines” in Figure 4. As test statistic we selected < AD Ł 
[which would have been a logical choice in the presence of advance knowledge that
only gradual changes were to be expected]. To evaluate this test statistic, 1000 equidis-
tant scan lines are used. The supremum over  is attained for  opt  fi  ; the solid
line in Figure 5 corresponds to ER    opt  . The test statistic   AD Ł  takes the values
18.978, well exceeding the asymptotic critical values listed in Table 1 in Koning and
Protasov (2001). A normal probability plot of 200 bootstrap replications, shows that
the value 18.978 of I AD Ł  is highly significant [an example of such a “bootstrap plot”
will be discussed later].
The quadratic shapes in Figure 5 reveal the existence of a linear trend in the data.
Note that we should not attach any meaning to the fact that       opt  reaches its
maximum value around 1935, as we obviously are not dealing with changepoints here.
Figure 6 displays  
Ł     
   I



Ł     
   I for the values of  which corre-
spond to the 25 equidistant horizontal dotted “scan lines” in Figure 4. To evaluate the
test statistic 
 AD
Ł        ¡
, 1000 equidistant scan lines were used. The supremum over 
is attained for  opt i¢n£n¤ ¥ ; the solid line in Figure 6 corresponds to E
Ł     
    opt  .
The test statistic < AD Ł 
       ¡
takes the value 0.3319, which should be compared to
the value 0.0646 taken by ¦§ . Again, we avoid the problem of limited knowledge with
respect to the distribution of ¦§¨R© I AD Ł 
       ¡
by resorting to the bootstrap test based on

 AD
Ł        ¡
: a normal probability plot of 200 bootstrap replications shows that 0.3319
is a highly significant value of 
 AD Ł        ¡ . The quadratic shapes in Figure 6 reveal
the existence of a linear trend in the data.
For the sake of completeness, we mention that the respective values 12.205, 8.557,
0.2126 and 0.1494 of < Kol Ł  , < CvM Ł  , I Kol Ł         ¡ and I CvM Ł         ¡ are also highly
significant. For these test statistics, the values of  opt are 199.01, 199.01, 234.81 and
234.34, respectively.
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4.2 Annual sea water level maxima at Vlissingen, The Netherlands
In this paragraph we study the annual sea water level maxima instead of the original
high tide sea water level data. Note that we are now dealing with the “individual
observations” situation, where every ª3« is equal to 1. The “successive differences”
standard deviation ¬ of the sea water level maxima is 27.9384. The annual sea water
level maxima ranged from 271 to 455 centimeter, and are displayed in Figure 7.
Figure 8 displays ­E®¯ ° ± ²I³ for the values of ² which correspond to the 25 equidis-
tant horizontal dotted “scan lines” in Figure 7. As test statistic we selected ´<µ Kol ¶ ·¸ . To
evaluate this test statistic, 1000 equidistant scan lines are used. The supremum over ²
is attained for ² opt ¹»º¼ ½¾ ¼ ; the solid line in Figure 8 corresponds to ­ ® ¯ ° ± ² opt ³ . The
test statistic ´ µ Kol ¶ ·¸ takes the values 1.1776, exceeding the asymptotic critical values
listed in Table 1 in Koning and Protasov (2001).
Figure 8 suggests that throughout the first part of the twentieth century the dis-
tribution of the yearly sea water level maximum remains relatively constant. Around
1952 there is an abrupt change, after which the distribution remains relatively constant
again.
Figure 9 displays ­E®
¶ ¿ À Á Â Ã
¯ ° ± ²I³
¹
­E®
¶ Ä ¿ À Å Â
¯ ° ± ²I³ for the values of ² which corre-
spond to the 25 equidistant horizontal dotted “scan lines” in Figure 7. To evaluate the
test statistic ´<µ Kol ¶ ·¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë , 1000 equidistant scan lines were used. The supremum over ²
is attained for ² opt ¹iÌnÍnÎ¾ ÌfiÏ ; the solid line in Figure 9 corresponds to ­ ®
¶ ¿ À Á Â Ã
¯ ° ± ² opt ³ .
The test statistic ´ µ Kol ¶ ·
¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë
takes the value 0.0360, which should be compared to
the value 0.0776 taken by ÐÑ . Again, we avoid the problem of limited knowledge with
respect to the distribution of ÐÑÒRÓ ´ µ AD ¶ ·
¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë
by resorting to the bootstrap test based
on ´Iµ Kol ¶ ·¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë : the normal probability plot of 200 bootstrap replications in Figure 10
shows that 0.0360 is a significant value of ´Iµ AD
¶ ·¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë
.
Figure 9 also suggests that throughout the first part of the twentieth century the
distribution of the yearly sea water level maximum remains relatively constant. Around
1950 there is an abrupt change, after which the distribution remains relatively constant
again.
For the sake of completeness, we mention that the respective values 0.743, 1.666,
0.0216 and 0.0490 of ´Iµ CvM ¶ ·¸ , ´<µ AD ¶ ·¸ , ´<µ CvM ¶ ·¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë and ´Iµ AD ¶ ·¸ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë are also signif-
icant. For these test statistics, the values of ² opt are 310.1, 310.1, 293.91 and 293.54,
respectively.
5 Proofs
This section contains the proofs of Theorem 1, and Lemma’s 1, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The
proofs of Lemma’s 2 and 4 are straightforward, and hence not included. The proofs in
this section make use of the technical results collected in Section 5 in Hjort and Koning
(2001), and of the DKW-inequality [Dvoretzky, Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956)]. Below
we present the extended version of Bretagnolle (1980) [cf. Inequality 25.1.2 in Shorack
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and Wellner (1986), p. 797] which allows the random variables ÔwÕ Ö × × × Ö ÔÙØ to have
different distributions. In case these random variables have a common distribution,
one may replace Ú ÛÝÜ ÞßIàfiáaÚnâã ä by Ú
Ü Þß<àfiá+Ú âã ä [cf. Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1993), p.
119].
Inequality 1 (DKW-inequality) Let ÔwÕ Ö × × × Ö ÔÙØ be independent random variables,
and let åIæ ç è<é denote the cumulative distribution function of ÔÙæ . Then, for every â3ê»ë ,
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Combining Inequality 1 and the argument given in the proof of Proposition 1.1.2 in de
la Pen˜a and Gine´ (1999) yields
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Since for every <+êië there exists =?> such that
ì!@
ç 

Õê	=?> éAB< for every !êië , it
follows by one of facts mentioned after Definition 1 that
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Moreover, observe that Condition 1 directly yields that
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Combining (18) and (19) yields (6). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. G
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Proof of Lemma 1 Since
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Lemma 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. j
Proof of Lemma 3 Recall from the proof of Lemma 3 in Hjort and Koning (2001)
that
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Condition 3 and (8) together yield (10). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3. j
Proof of Lemma 6 To verify part (a) of Lemma 6, let  denote the size of the
test. By conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 2 there exists  , Ł such that
H I1J1
L 1
X qW
Ł	
\*
 for m . Observe that the actual critical value of
qW
does not exceed   , and hence ff 
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test. As  
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X
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eventually, it suffices to show that ! 
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Ł
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X
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tends to 1 as h . Condition (b) of Definition 3 yields that the right hand side of
the inequality
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tends to 1 for E , which completes the proof of Lemma 6(a).
Next, we turn to the proof of Lemma 6(b). Since    H I1J
W ? 
^
P _ ` 
X
a
W
\o
 , it
follows that there exists a constant ¡ such that   
W  
! 
X 
W
Ł¡
\8l
 . By condi-
tions (a) and (b) of Definition 2, it follows that for sufficiently small size of the test, the
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critical value of the test exceeds ¢ ; as £!¤ ¥?¦ §q¨*©	¢ ª is an upper bound to the power of
the test, it follows that the power of the test tends to zero as «h¬®­ . This completes
the proof of Lemma 6(b). ¯
Proof of Lemma 7 Introduce°
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Since both
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¨?Â	Ã and
°
½
¨
Â	Ã belong to Ä1Å , it follows by the third fact mentioned after
Definition 1 that
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»
´
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ª are
positive], the test statistic § ¨ satisfies condition (c) of Definition 2. This completes the
proof of Lemma 7. ¯
Before turning to the proof of Lemma 8, we first state and prove the auxillary result
Lemma 10.
Lemma 10 Assume Condition 3 holds, and let Í;ÎoÏ4Í be a collection of probability
measures. Define ¾ ¤ Ð ¨ by ¾
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Similarly, we have
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it follows that & '() *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which concludes the proof of Lemma 9. L
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Figure 1: Plots of relative efficiency N OPN opt versus Q@R SUT in “at most one”
changepoint example, where V is V Kol [solid line], V CvM [dashed line] or
V AD [dotted line]. Here S denotes the location of the abrubt change. Test
statistics involving V Kol are superior to test statistics involving V CvM. Test
statistics involving V AD outperform test statistics involving V Kol if Q@R SUT>W
XY Z [X
or Q<R SUT<\
XY ][X
.
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Figure 2: Plots of relative efficiency ^ _` ^ opt versus a<b cUd in linear trend
example, where e is either e Kol [solid line], e CvM [dashed line] or e AD
[dotted line]. Here c denotes the location where the linear trend first
emerges. Test statistics involving e AD are superior to test statistics involv-
ing e Kol, and outperform test statistics involving e CvM if either a@b cUdGf
gh i jk
or a<b cUd<l
gh mng
.
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Figure 3: Plots of the ratio o pqr o s t u v w x versus y for z|{ffi}~  }~  ~ ~ ~  ~  .
The lowest curve corresponds to z${}~  . For values of y between 0.06
and 1, test statistics derived from the monitoring process  t  u v w x   ŁU are
more efficient than their counterparts derived from     ŁJ .
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Figure 4: Time series plot of high tide sea water level at Vlissingen, The
Netherlands. A total number of 73397 high tide sea water levels were
recorded during the measurement period starting at January 1, 1882 and
ending at December 31, 1985. The data were grouped in 104 subsamples,
each covering one calendar year.
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Figure 5: The monitoring process :   U for fixed  , sea water level
data. The dotted lines and the solid line are the results of “scanning” the
monitoring process      U along the dotted lines in Figure 4 and the
line  opt    , respectively. The quadratic shapes reveal the
existence of a linear trend in the cumulative distribution function of the
sea water levels.
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Figure 6: The monitoring process      ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦U§ for fixed ¦ , sea water level
data. The dotted lines and the solid line are the results of “scanning” the
monitoring process       ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦J§ along the dotted lines in Figure 4 and the
line ¦¨¦ opt ¨ª©«¬­ ®¯ , respectively. The quadratic shapes reveal the
existence of a linear trend in the probability density function of the sea
water levels.
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Figure 7: Time series plot of the annual sea water level maxima at Vlissin-
gen, The Netherlands, 1882–1985. Clearly visible are two important
events in the Dutch fight against the arch-enemy: the “watersnoodramp”
of 1953 caused 1835 deaths in a flooded area of around 1500 square kilo-
metres in the south-western part of the Netherlands; the storm surge of
1916 caused huge damage to the surroundings of the Zuider Zee. These
two national disasters prompted the construction of the Delta works and
the IJsselmeer causeway, respectively.
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Figure 8: The monitoring process °±:² ³ ´ µU¶ for fixed µ , annual sea water
level maxima. The dotted lines and the solid line are the results of “scan-
ning” the monitoring process ° ± ² ³ ´ µU¶ along the dotted lines in Figure 7
and the line µ$·µ opt ·ffi¸¹ º» ¹ , respectively. The angular shapes around
1952 suggest the existence of an abrupt change in the cumulative distribu-
tion function of the annual sea water level maxima.
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Figure 9: The monitoring process ¼½¾ ¿ À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ ÇUÈ for fixed Ç , annual sea
water level maxima. The dotted lines and the solid line are the results
of “scanning” the monitoring process ¼½ ¾ ¿ À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ ÇJÈ along the dotted lines
in Figure 7 and the line ÇBÉÇ opt ÉËÊ ÌÍÎ Ê Ï , respectively. The angular
shapes around 1950 in the upper part of the plot [which corresponds to
the lower sea water levels] suggest the existence of an abrupt change in
the probability density function of the annual sea water level maxima. In
the lower part of the plot the value of 0.02552 is attained, which is just
significant at the 5% level according to the “bootstrap plot” in Figure 10;
the quadratic shapes in the lower part [which corresponds to the higher
sea water levels] suggest the existence of linear trend in the probability
density function.
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Figure 10: Normal probability plot of 200 bootstrap replications of
ÐJÑ
Kol Ò ÓÔ Õ Ö × Ø Ù Ú , annual sea water level maxima. The critical value of
Ð
Ñ
Kol Ò Ó
Ô Õ Ö × Ø Ù Ú
at the 5% level is estimated to be 0.02548, the “value” of
the normal probability plot corresponding to a normal score of ÛÜ ÝÞß .
The dotted line indicates the value 0.0360 taken by the test statistic. Ac-
cording to the theory in paragraph 3.5, the normal probability plot should
become linear for larger values of the normal score. As one may interpret
the location where the normal probability plot exceeds 0.0360 as an esti-
mate of the “ à -score” corresponding to the attained significance level, the
plot shows that 0.0360 is indeed a highly significant value of Ð
Ñ
AD Ò ÓÔ .
